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This study was to investigate how color variation of a gray balance target was related to
color misregistration in the multi-angle halftone color printing process. The dot overlap
ping patterns of a gray balance target with 25%, 50% and 75% screen period off-register
conditions were simulated on computer; the Neugebauer fractional areas from the ran
domly selected thirty-one unit areas were calculated through the application of CAD pro
grams and programing. The n-modified Neugebauer equations were then used to predict
the colors of the targets and color differences between them. In order to verify the theo
retical findings, an experimental study was also conducted.
There is no significant color difference between the gray balance targets due to color mis
registration. The color differences between the targets due to different dot configurations,
both from the mathematical analysis study and the experimental study, are all smaller
than one AE value although the color difference within a rosette pattern for an individual
unit area can vary as much as 16 AE values. Conclusions: (1) One can not reject the null
hypothesis of this study which states that color
misregistration will not cause significant
color variation in gray balance target in multi-angle
color printing; (2) the color variation
due to color misregistration on a gray balance target will be so small that it can be negli
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Process color printing usually refers to the halftone printing method which uses cyan, ma
genta, yellow and black inks. When all the halftones are made at the same screen angle
and the dot overlapping pattern appears homogeneous, this one-angle multi-color half
tone printing is called dot-on-dot printing. Dot-on-dot printing is seldom used in practice
because the color produced is extremely sensitive to minute variation in color register.
*
The conventional halftone color printing method is to arrange the four halftones in differ
ent angles and is called multi-angle color printing. The arrangement of multiple screen
angles produces a fairly
"random-type"
dot overlapping pattern which reduces color vari
ation due to color misregistration to the minimum, but at the expense of moire or rosette
patterns.
Color registration is the fit of images on press in multi-color printing. The lack of regis
tration is called misregistration which is usually measured by the distance of an individu
al image from the other.
^
It is unavoidable on press but can be reduced to the minimum
and controlled within tolerance.
It is well known that color variation is one of the major defects in the pressroom which
causes most rejection of jobs from customers in the process color printing reproduction.
Many color control methods have been used or proposed. One of the color control strate
gies advocated nowadays in the printing industry is to use a three-color gray balance tar
get. The general idea is to print a three-color halftone control bar either evaluated visually
or measured with an instrument. It has been designed as a major target in the Gretag and
System Brunner control bars. The School of Printing Management and Sciences, Roches
ter Institute of Technology has demonstrated this control method at the Anual Conference
on Quality and Productivity in the Printing Industry since 1989. Actually, this control
method was suggested by Rhodes more than thirty years
ago.^
The use of the three-color gray balance target to control color variation for process color
printing was based on the assumption that color misregistration would not affect the color
of the target. This was actually based on the fact that multi-angle screen configuration
produces a
"random-type"
dot overlapping pattern. Since reproduction halftones are
screened with the same ruling and regular screen pattern, the dot overlapping pattern can
not be truly random. This is why there are always moire or rosette patterns with
multi-
angle halftone images. Thus, this assumption was questionable.
Therefore, it was reasonable to postulate that the color in a three-color neutral area would
also change due to color misregistration. Actually, this was the question mentioned by
Chen in the conclusion of his study on dot-on-dot
printing.4
Thus, it was felt that a sys
tematic study of color variation of the
three-color gray balance target as it related to color
misregistration was necessary.
The objectives of this study were to investigate the effect
of color misregistration on
color variation of three-color neutral areas and to possibly find evidence to support or re
ject the hypothesis made for the three-color gray balance press control strategy.
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CHAPTER TWO
THEORETICAL BASIS
The theoretical basis for this study encompassed the following areas: halftone color print
ing, the Neugebauer equations, printing control targets, gray balance and gray balance
target, and CIE system and CffiLAB color space.
Halftone Color Printing
Halftone printing is a process by which the continuous tone image is reproduced by
means of discrete dots of varying size and shape but of constant density. When viewing
from a normal reading distance, this dot structure blurrs into a reasonably continuous tone
picture. On examining a three-color process color halftone reproduction with a magnifier,
eight possible colors can be distinguished: white (paperW), cyan (C), magenta (M), yel
low (Y), red (MY), green (CY), blue (CM) and black (CMY). "The colors are formed by
the individual inks and their two-color and three-color
overlaps."1
A three-color halftone image can be considered to be formed by many basic areas. This
basic area contains all the possible dot overlapping patterns and is defined as a unit area
with the area value of one. "In a unit area, the proportion of the total incident light reflect
ed by one of the eight colors is equal to the reflectance of that color multiplied by the area
occupied by it. The total reflectance is the sum of the contribution from the eight col
ors.
"^
The color of a unit halftone area depends on the three color inks dot sizes and the
fractional areas of the eight colors formed by them. It is, thus, easy to understand that
there will be a color shift in the unit area if the dot overlapping pattern changes due to
color misregistration. With the dots on top of each other, a more desaturated tone will be
produced because there will be a much larger area of unprinted white
paper.3
Moreover,
process inks used in color printing reproduction are not completely transparent. This fact
results in that the color (hue) of unit area with dots overlapped will be different from that
with dots not overlapped.
As a three-color halftone printing area is formed by many unit areas, the total color seen
of a given area is the sum of the colors from all of them. The color of a three-color half
tone can be predicted or calculated by analyzing the three-color-dot overlapping patterns
of its unit areas. The color of a given halftone area is actually a statistical aggregate or in
tegration of the colors of all the unit areas.
Dot-on-dot printing is to print all the halftones exactly at the same screen angle and the
dot overlapping patterns are homogeneous. When all the color printers are well regis
tered, all the dots in a unit area should be exactly printed center-on-center. Dot-on-dot
printing can eliminate the rosette patterns and produce a
sharper image than multi-angle
printing, but the color reproduced is extremely sensitive to minute variations in register
because of the large area of unprinted white paper that is exposed. It is proposed that
there is a maximum color shift of dot-on-dot printing when a colormisregistration goes to
half dot
size.5
The reason is simply because of the homogeneous dot overlapping pat
terns; the color misregistration causes the same geometric dot overlapping changes
in all
the unit halftone areas and results the color shift in the same direction. "The misregistra
tion of one color, and the resulting dots printing off of their dot-on-dot
position and onto
the unprinted white paper, creates an exaggerated
color
change."6
Since a certain degree of color misregistration from sheet to sheet is unavoidable on
press, it is not practical to use the dot-on-dot method in multi-color halftone printing. The
multi-angle printing is commonly used but at the expense of moire or the rosette pattern.
In multi-angle printing, the screen angles of the individual printers are so arranged that
the moire is reduced to the minimum as a rosette; the halftone dots are so irregularly
overlapped that the pattern appears "random". The color shift that exists with multi-angle
printing is not noticeable because the amount of unprinted white paper is considerably





The Neugebauer equations are based on the fact that there are eight colors formed by the
three process inks. The tristimulus values (or reflectance) of the total color seen is the
sum of the tristimulus values of the eight primaries, each weighted by its fractional area
of coverage.
'
However, the original Neugebauer equations have been tested and found to
lack accuracy because of light penetration into paper and multiple internal reflectances.
In 1972, Pobboravsky and Pearson further refined the equations to the so called
n-












where x', and are effective tristimulus values of a given primary; X, Y and Z are
measured tristimulus values of a given primary; and n is a correction factor. The
n-
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are effective tristimulus values for the eight primaries respectively; and fj_8 are frac
tional areas of the eight primaries for Y, M, C, YM, CY, MC, CMY andW respectively.
It is claimed that these equations are accurate enough in predicting halftone colors when
n values are properly selected. When n value equals one, the equations become the origi
nal form.
If the halftone dot overlapping pattern in a given area is random and the fractional dot
sizes of the three color inks are known, the eight color fractional areas can be calculated
using the Demichel equations and the color of the
given area can be calculated using the
Neugebauer equations. Also, if the dot overlapping pattern is homogeneous (dot-on-dot
printing), and the three ink dot sizes are known, the Neugebauer equations are still availa
ble in calculating the color. The Demichel equations
assumes that the dot overlapping
pattern is random and they are written as follows:
f2
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where y, m and c are fractional dot sizes. If the fractional areas are known, the fractional










Theoretically, the Neugebauer equations can be used to calculate the color of any half
tone area if the three ink dot sizes and the dot overlapping pattern are known, either by
calculating the colors unit by unit and then summing them together; or by calculating the
color of the given area once after summing up the eight color fractional areas. But this is
not easy because of the complexity of the mathematics involved. As the color of the half
tone image is the statistical aggregate of the colors from all the unit areas, the color of the
image can be calculated if the colors from large enough numbers of randomly chosen unit
areas are known.
Printing Control Targets
Printing control targets are known as color bars or control strips which are used to objec
tively evaluate the performance of a process. The objectives of test targets are to optimize
the printing conditions and to control the
printed product for consistency by controlling
the printing characteristics. They are designed in such a way that they are particularly
sensitive to a specific phenomenon being controlled.
8
For halftone color printing reproduction in pressroom, a control strip contains various test
patches for all colors and are usually distributed over the entire width of a press sheet.
Some test patches can be evaluated visually, others can be measured. A color control bar
should contain test targets such that the following aspects can be checked: the amount of
ink printed (solid ink density), tone reproduction (density of tint, dot gain), directional dot
gain (doubling), gray balance (three-color overprint tint), trapping (overprint solid) and
registration, etc.
"
Gray Balance and Gray Balance Target
In halftone color printing, a three-color gray is an overprint tint which achieves neutral by
specific amounts of three process inks and matches a non-selective gray under standard
viewing conditions. It is measured by the dot size because the ink film thickness is as
sumed constant. Gray balance is a primary requirement of any color reproduction system.
It is not only important for the accurate reproduction of neutrals in a picture but also im
portant for the overall hue balance as well as tone reproduction of the picture, even if
there is no neutral area in the picture. If the gray scale is reproduced with some hue cast,
the colors in the picture will also have an excess of that hue. The reproduced gray scale
will have the same hue cast as the rest of the picture.
1
The concept of using the gray balance target for process
control is based on the fact that
the human eye is most sensitive to color variation in a gray area, especially comparied
with a neutral background. For many years photographers have used this phenomenon for
color variation detection and color control long
ago.12
In halftone color printing, a gray
balance target is usually made ofmidtone tints
so that it is most sensitive to printing vari
ations.
Compared to the solid ink density control method, the gray balance color control has two
advantages: (1) A halftone tint is more sensitive than a solid target in color variation of
the picture because dot gain variations have a greater effect than changes in solid ink den
sity.13
(2) Gray balance is a more meaningful criterion for color printing control. As long
as gray balance is maintained, the three inks can change by a great deal in one direction
and the results may still be satisfactory. On the other hand, relatively small changes may
be intolerable if one ink goes up and another goes
down.14
The CIE System and the CIELAB Color Space
The CIE system is based on the standardization of both light source and observer. It pro
vides a numerical measure of color seen under a standard illuminant by a standard ob
server. In the CIE system, the tristimulus values are weighted functions and are used to
convert spectrophotometric data to colorimetric terms. The tristimulus values are ob
tained from integrating, wavelength by wavelength, the spectral reflectance of the sam
ple, the relative spectral energy of the illuminant, and the spectral
tristimulus response of
standard observers.
The CIELAB is a three-dimensional, visually uniform color space that
can be used to
quantitatively describe and specify
colors. It is based on the opponent color theory which
states that a color cannot be red and green at the same time,
or yellow and blue at the
same time. Hue and chroma of a color are expressed by a and b . L is a measure of the
color's darkness or lightness. Coordinate is the color's
redness or greenness, b is the
color's yellowness or blueness. The system has been scaled so
that one unit of difference
in a given direction is approximately equal to the
smallest difference likely to be per-
10
ceived by a human observer. Color difference is represented by AE units. One AE unit is
equal to a "just noticeable
difference"
in color matching. The tristimulus values are used









where X, Y and Z are the tristimulus values and Xn, Yn and Zn are the tristimulus values
of the reference illuminant.







where AL*, Aa and Ab are the color coordinate differences between the sample and the
standard.15
11
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Two related areas served as general guidance and impetus for this study. They were the
studies on color analysis of halftone dot patterns, and gray balance and its use as a control
target for press control.
Color Analysis ofHalftone Dot Patterns
In this area, several articles have been published from early fifties to recent years. How
ever, almost all of them dealt with the dot-on-dot printing.
The first reference was by W. P.
Greenwood1
in 1950 in the report to TAGA about his
experiment on colors of halftone patterns. The purpose of his experiment was "to demon
strate and explain the color changes noted when halftone dot patterns are superimposed in
different ways". In the experiment, "prints have been pulled with the dots in exact register
and exactly out of register at the same angle and the color differences analyzed". He ex
amined the color saturation of different printing configurations of dot-beside-dot,
dot-on-
dot, and dots at 30 degrees to each other. In concluding the findings, he reported that
"dot-beside-dot exhibited very strong saturated color, dot-on-dot exhibited brighter but
desaturated color, and dots at 30 degrees exhibited color falling between the two".
Greenwood also found that "ordinary dot patterns (at conventional angles) do not change
color due to misregister", but the misregister will "give rise to color
differences"
when
the screen angles are the
same.4
13
Another article related to this subject was by F.
Pollak5
in 1958 when he studied "the
contrast ofmoire patterns on the colors of the printing inks". In describing his findings on
one-angle color printing, he observed "a change of color from sheet to sheet as the regis
ter changes".
When J. Yule ' talked about dot-on-dot printing, he acknowledged its attributes but real
ized the impossibility of perfect registration in avoiding color shift. He said in an exam
ple of two color overprint that "this would not be satisfactory because the color produced
would depend on whether the dots fell on top of each other or side by side". "When dots
on top of each other, a much lighter tone would be produced, because there would be a
much larger area of unprinted white paper.
"
In 1982, J. Riclr in his experiment confirmed the existence of color shift due to color
misregistration in the dot-on-dot system. The purpose of his experiment was to compare
the one-angle dot-on-dot system with the conventional four-angle system in the halftone
color printing. One of the study results is that the press sheets printed by means of
one-
angle system were not accepted due to bad tone reproduction. Finally, Rich concluded
that: "... the one-angle system did not print as consistently as the four-angle system be
cause of color shifts caused by dot-on-dot printing. These color shifts were caused by a
dot being off only half a dot in any
color."10
In 1983, further study was made by J.
Chen11
on the predictability of color shift with
dot-on-dot printing due to color
misregistration. He found that the color variation of dot-
on-dote printing is "directly proportional to color
misregistration". "The latitude of dot
misplacement seems to lie in the vicinity of one half and one
fourth of 50% dot size".
14
Chen concluded that "the midtone area (50% dot area level) gives the largest color varia
tion
due"
to color misregistration and "this may indicate that midtone area is most sensi
tive to misregister".
In conducting the study, Chen also developed a mathematical model to predict color vari
ation due to color misregistration using a planimeter and the n-modified Neugebauer
equations. The mathematical method was used to indicate the direction of color shift
caused by color misregistration in terms of hue, saturation and lightness, as well as pre
dicting the magnitude of the color shift. Compared to the experiment results, the predic
tion of color variations using this mathematical method were accurate within two
CIE
LAB AE values for yellow and magenta dot misplacements, and a maximum of four
CIELAB AE values for cyan dot misplacement. The results from both studies show that
the maximum color variation of the dot-on-dot system due to yellow color misregistration
can be as high as twenty-eight CIELAB AE values, due to magenta color misregistration




One year later, using the same study method, C.
Vasko13
repeated Chen's work and ana
lyzed the chromaticity changes due to
color misregistration in the three additive primaries
of actual printed sheets by dot-on-dot color printing. His study
confirmed J. Chen's find
ings that the main reason for color variation as a function of
misregister is due to differ
ences in the exposed primaries.
The above studies reviewed are all related to the
dot-on-dot color printing. Few studies
can be found on the multi-angle system. This may be due
to the fact that the magnitude of
15
color variation caused by color misregistration is so small that it is not a problem in
pressroom. When talking about the multi-angle halftone color printing, Greenwood said
that there was no color change in the ordinary dot patterns due to color misregistration
with the conventional angles color
printing.14
Chen explained the reasons that "for multi
ple screen angle printing, the halftone dots are so irregularly overlapped that the pattern
appears fairly
random"
"because the shift simply causes another form of random over
laps".15
While B. Richards simply said, after understanding the color variation due to
misregistration in the dot-on-dot system, that "misregister occurs in all four color printing
and causes even a slight shift with four angles".16 But he did not give any quantitative in
formation how this slight color shift is.
One study which may really be related to this subject was done by C. J.
Wang.1^
The
purpose ofWang's study was to investigate the possibility of using GCR technique "to re
duce or eliminate the loss of detail and sharpness, and the color shift caused by misregis
tration"
in multi-angle halftone color printing. He acknowledged that there would be a
color shift due to color misregistration in the multi-angle system. However, Wang em
ployed a subjective evaluation study method and only one judgment rule of image quality
was used. One can not see anything from his experiment results and analysis conclusions
about how color variation is related to color misregistration.
When Yule talked about moire patterns in the multi-angle system, he mentioned that
there would be a slight color shift from dot-centered pattern to clear-centered pattern due
to colormisregistration, "but it is usually not distinguished from other causes of color bal
ance shifts". The reason for this fact is that "between these two extremes, irregular pat
terns of dots are
formed".1**
Same findings were also given by Pollak when talking about
16
the three-color moire patterns. Pollak said that "moire patterns are generally not truly pe
riodic, the size of the period fluctuates by an amount which is commensurable with the
distance between two neighboring
dots".19
These statements actually confirm the as
sumption that there is still some color variation with the multi-angle system due to color
misregistration, but the magnitude of the variation will be very small.
Gray Balance and Gray Balance Control Target
G. Field defines gray balance as follows: "The values for the yellow, magenta, and cyan
that are needed to produce a neutral gray when printed at a normal density. When gray
balance is achieved, the separations are said to have correct color
balance."
"Gray balance
is dependent on the colorimetric properties of the printing inks, substrate and the subse
quent image distortion caused in the printing
process."20
The concept of gray balance used in color reproduction is based on the natural phenome
non that human eye is most sensitive to color shift, especially the object color is viewed
against a neutral background. It may be the color photography people who first employed
the gray balance concept for color reproduction control. In 1948, Evans mentions a fact in
his book "An Introduction to
Color"21
that in detecting the color shift in an object, a
naive observer can see the same shift with an aid of gray cardboard tool as a trained ob
server. In halftone color printing, the gray balance control method was first suggested by
Warren
Rhodes22
through the study of dot gain and slur effects on color balance. Miles
Southworth said that "any variable that alters the gray balance may also alter the tone re
production. It is therefore advisable to use the gray scale to control the color balance and
the tone
reproduction."23When Franz Sigg talked about this control method, he said that
"we can print a gray patch made up from proper dot areas of cyan, magenta and yellow
17
and compare its density with a gray patch produced by a black tint. The two gray patches
permit quick visual verification of color balance and uniformity across the press sheet.
They can of course also be measured densitometrically or
colorimetrically."24
Based on the years of reasearch on press control, Brunner stated that "... homogeneous
screen tints, especially if they consist of the three process colors are even more critical
than a picture". "A gray patch consisting of screen densities of 50% cyan, and each 41%
magenta and yellow, is especially well suited as a measuring point. These values are part
of the apex area of the characteristic curves in which the changes in dot gain are most sig
nificant."25
Brunner not only developed the gray balance color control method into the
System Brunner, but also advanced further with the concept of Picture Contrast Profile
(PCP)26
which was later used in the DuPont Print Expert system.
18
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The use of a gray balance target for process control assumes that the angled three-color
tint configuration makes a random halftone dot overlapping pattern. However, the dot
overlapping pattern is not truly random as evidenced by moire or rosette patterns. It is
known that different dot overlapping patterns of a unit halftone area will have a different
color. It is also known that there will be a slight color shift when rosette patterns vary
from dot-centered to dot-cleared due to color misregistration.
1
However, the use of the
n-modified Neugebauer equations to predict the three-color gray balance scales with
enough
accuracy2
indicates that the multi-angle three-color dot overlapping pattern can
also be treated random.
As the color of a halftone image is actually the statistical aggregate of all the unit halftone
areas, it is possible that the statistical aggregate
of colors from all the unit halftone areas
of a three-color neutral will shift towards some
direction due to color misregistration, but
the magnitude of the variation is expected to be small; so
small that it is probably
negligible for the gray balance target to
be reliably used.
Statement ofHypothesis
There is no significant color variation in a
multi-angle cyan, magenta, and yellow
three-
color midtone neutral area (gray balance target) due to color misregistration,
in terms of
colorimetric CIELAB AE values.
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Two methods of investigation were employed in this study. One was a mathematical
analysis study using the n-modified Neugebauer equations. The other was to conduct an
experimental study under laboratory conditions. The mathematical analysis study was
conducted first to estimate the magnitude of color variation due to color misregistration
in multi-angle halftone printing. The experimental study was conducted later to verify the
conclusions from the mathematical analysis study. The midtone gray balance target used
for this study was designed as follows:
screen angles: cyan 75, magenta 15, and yellow
90
dot sizes: 45% for magenta and yellow, and 58% for cyan
dot shape: round
The Mathematical Analysis Study
In this study, the dot over-lapping patterns of the gray balance target was simulated on a
computer. One overprint condition was arbitrarily chosen as registered for reference and
each color was then moved off-register by 75%, 50% and 25% of a screen period towards
one direction, but only one color at a time. A total of ten registration situations were
simulated on computer and they were designated as Standard, Cyan75, Cayn50, Cayn25,
Mag75, Mag50, Mag25, Yellow75, YellowSO and Yellow25 for cyan, magenta and yellow
respectively. Obviously, there are more possible combinations of misregistrater. In order
to keep the project time within reasonable limits, only these ten conditions were chosen.
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Thirty-one unit areas from each simulated target were randomly chosen and their eight
primary fractional areas were calculated. The target represented a round area with a
diameter of one centimeter at 133 line per inch screen rulings. In this study, the unit area
is defined as a square area with side length equal to one screen period distance. This was
done by utilizing AutoCAD program and AutoLisp programming and CADkey program.
Figure 1 illustrates two dot patterns of the gray balance target simulated on computer.
One is Standard as reference and the other is YellowSO in which yellow is off-registered
by 50% screen period distance.
The n-modified Neugebauer equations were employed to calculate colors from each unit
area based on the calculated fractional areas. The tristimulus values of the eight primary
colors were obtained by measuring the Neugebauer test object from the experimental
study sample on a Macbeth Color-Eye spectrophotometer. An n value of 1.7 for general
conditions was used. In predicting the colors, CIE 1931
2
standard observer and D50
illuminant system was used. CIE tristimulus values and CIELAB coordinates were
obtained. The CIELAB coordinates of the simulated gray balance targets were calculated
based on the sum of the tristimulus values from all the unit areas of the target. The color
differences in terms of AE values between the simulated targets were also calculated.
Analyses of variance (ANOVA) was ysed to test the hypotheses. It gave statistical
evidence whether there was a significant color difference between the simulated gray
balance targets due to different color registration treatments. The One-Way ANOVA
















Hx: not all u,'s are equal
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a) Standard b) Yellow50
Figure 1 . Computer Simulated Dot Overlapping Patterns.
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where H0 is the null hypothesis, Hl is the alternative hypothesis. HQ means that the color
misregistration has no significance on color variation of the multi-angle three-color gray
balance targets. H^ says that the color misregistration has significance on color variation
of the multi-angle three-color gray balance targets, u^q are the calculated tristimulus
values of the simulated gray balance targets.
Two factors had an influence on the data obtained from the mathematical analysis study:
ink colors and levels of misregistration. Each factor had three levels and this led to a 3x3
design. Thus, a statistic test hypotheses for the Two-Way ANOVA was designed as
follows:
//q a: ink color is not significant
Hq b: colormisregistration is not significant
Hq ab: there is no interaction between ink color and
color misregistration
where H0 A means there is no significant effect
on color variation due to different color
inks on multi-angle color printing due to different color inks, H0 B means there is no
significant effect on color variation due to different color misregistration on multi-angle
color printing. HQ AB means there is no
significant relationship between different ink
colors and different colormisregistration levels on color variation.
In this mathematical analysis study, color registration was
controlled on the computer and
dot transfer was assumed to be perfect without any
deformation. In the ANOVA
analyses, 95% confidence interval (or a
= 0.05) and F-test were used.
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The Experimental Study
A test form containing ten gray balance targets was made. The targets were made with
the same screen angle, dot sizes as those used in the mathematical analysis study. 133
lines per inch screen tints with a round dot shape were used. The black image was used as
registration reference and one registration condition was arbitrarily selected as
"all-registered". Cyan, magenta and yellow color images were purposely made
off-register, one at a time in one direction by 0.14, 0.10 and 0.05 mm which were
corresponding to 26.18%, 52.36% and 73.31% screen period distance. They were also
designated as Standard, Cyan75, Cayn50, Cayn25, Mag75, Mag50, Mag25, Yellow75,
Yellow50 and Yellow25 for cyan, magenta and yellow respectively. This was done by
exposing a single film on the Bacher step-and-repeat machine from a
master test form
assembly. The smallest increment of the step-and-repeat machine is 0.01 mm. The 3M
Matchprint negative off-press proofing system was used to produce the print samples
of
the test form.
Each target was then measured on the Macbeth Color-Eye spectrophotometer for the CIE
tristimulus values and CIELAB coordinates. The CIE 1931
2
standard observers and
D50 illuminant system was selected.
The gray balance target was
designed with a size 25x35 mm in conjunction with a 25x35
mm 70% black tint. Two pictures both containing many
midtone neutrals were also
included in the test form. One was made with 133
line per inch screen ruling and the
other with 150 lines per inch screen ruling. The
150 lines per inch image was included for
visual reference but not evaluated. The RIT
visual registration scales (metric), both linear
and circular types, were used in the
test form for registration control. These registration
27
scales resolve 0.02 mm and can be read to 0.01 mm by interpolation. The Neugebauer
test objects, RIT printing control strips, and contact control guides were also included.
Figure 2 is the layout of the test form assembly. Figure 3 is a print sample of the test form
assembly made from 3M Matchprint proof. The layout of of the experimental study test
form is shown in Figure 4.
During the process of test form and sample proofmaking, a pin register system was used










Figure 2. Layout of the Test Form Assembly.
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Figure 3. Print Sample of the Test Form Assembly.
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Figure 4. Layout of the Test-Form.
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FOOTNOTES FOR CHAPTER FIVE






The calculated fractional areas of unit areas are listed in Appendix A. The calculated col-
orimetric data are listed in Appendix B. The ANOVA analysis reports on the calculated
tristimulus values are listed in Appendix C. The ANOVA analysis reports on the calculat
ed fractional dot areas are listed in Appendix D. Summaries of color differences from the
mathematical analysis study and the experimental study are shown in Table 1 and Table
2. Three gray balance targets cut from the sample sheet of the test form are illustrated in
Figure 5. The registration information of the targets is listed in Table 3. Figure 6 is a
comparision of the two study results for color differences between Standard and misreg
istered targets in a bar chart form. Please refer to Appendices A through D for detailed in
formation.
Analysis
The results form the analytical study shows that there is some color variations due to
color misregistration on the gray balance target and they are listed in Table 1. However,
the predicted maximum color differences only 0.991 AE value. This is calculated under
the CIE D50 illuminant and
2
standard observer system. It is hard to tell how the color
differences are related to individual colors and the levels of misregister. The color differ
ences due to color misregistration are randomly distributed.
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The reports ofANOVA analyses on the predicted tristimulus values further confirmed the
above results. The ANOVA analyses show that all the Ftest values are smaller than Fcriti-
cai values under 0.95 confidence interval condition. The conclusion, thus, is not to reject
the statistcal hypothesis that there is no significant color difference between the gray bal
ance targets due to colormisregistration.
Further analysis of One-Way ANOVA on the eight calculated fractional areas shows that
there is no significant differences among the different register treatment gray balance tar
gets. The analysis reports are listed in Appendix D. The results not only further confirm
the above conclusion but also provide a reference to judge the accuracy of the Demichel
equations in predicting the eight fraction areas.
In Appendix A, fractional areas predicted by the Demichel equations are also listed. One
can see that the prediction of the fractional areas deviates from the calculated values
based on the dot overlapping patterns. For example, the deviations of the fractional area
of yellow predicted by the Demichel equations varies from 2% to 12% comparing those
computed by computer for different color misregitration conditions. These results indi
cate that the dot patterns are not truly random. Table 4 lists the differences of the average
fractional areas calculated by the computer simulation and those calculated by the Demi
chel equations, the differences of cyan, magenta and
yellow print dot sizes calculated by
the Demichel equations when using the average
fractional area values.
Table 2 shows that the experimetal study gives nearly the
same results as the analytical
study. The measured maximum color difference between
different color registration gray
balance targets is 0.987 AE value. It is also hard to tell how the
color differences are
34
related to individual colors and the levels of misregister. The color differences between
the targets are randomly distributed.
Viewing under the standard D50 illuminating condition, the sample targets of Figure 5
look essentially identical to most people. This further confirms the conclusions.
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Table 1 - A: COLORIMETRIC DATA FORDIFFERENTREGISTRATION CONDITIONS
Predicted by n-Modified Neugebauer Equations, n = 1.7
D50 Illuminant, 1931 CIE
2
Observer
ONumbers in this table are obtained from Appendix B)
Standard Cyan75 : CyaoSO Cyan25 Mag75 Mag5D Mag23 Ydkw75 YdlowSO Yelk>*25



















29.078 29.328 29.456 29.988 29.600 29.520 29.564
22.123 22.315 22.370 22.861 22.366 22.446 22.183
60.851 61.070 61.182 61.644 61.308 61.238 61.276
0.928 1.144 1.064 0.742 1.077 1.044 1.015
3.525 3.531 3.617 3.473 3.841 3.568 4.141














Min AE = 0.077
Standard Cyan75 Cyan50 Cyan25
0.382 0.258 0.612
Mag75 Mag50 Mag25 YeUow75 Yellow50 Yellow25
0.160 0.991
0.850
i.564.::: 0442 <>-7*i 0.276 0.485 0.168
0.928 0.792 0.915 0.563 0.819 0.291
0.816 0.681 0.831 0.481 0.711
0,240:
0.307 0.369 0.816 0.575 0.407 -Pm
0162 0 703 0396 0.199 0.656






Table 1. Color Difference Between the Computer Simulated Gray Balance
Targets Predicted by n-Modified Neugebauer Equations.
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Table 2 - A: COLORIMETRIC DATA FOR DIFFERENTREGISTRATION CONDITIONS
(Measured on the designed experiment samples)
D50 Illuminant, 1931 CEE
2
Observer
|Si;i$^l Cyan75 :;Cyan5ek::; Mag75 lyi^nlMag25:i)]YUow7S YeBow50 *-t;llow25
X 19.650 19.231 19.483 19.284 19.291 19.008 19.540 19.177 19.725 19.386
Y,.,: 20.394 19.983 20.263 20.092 20.049 19.805 20.301 19.964 20.530 20.178
?C1 17.079 16.746 17.111 16.941 16.909 16.727 16.970 16.754 17.100 16.976
p;;| 52.28 51.81 52.13 51.94 51.89 51.61 52.17 51.79 52.43 52.03
a*
-0.05 -0.17 -0.26 -0.43 -0.19 -0.43 -0.16 -0.35 -0.33 -0.33
b*
-0.59 -0.61 -0.91 -0.85 -0.86 -0.91 -0.51 -0.66 -0.37 -0.77
Table 2 - B: COLOR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT REGISTRATION CONDITIONS:
(CIELAB AE Values)
Standard Cyan75 Cyan50 Cyan25 Mag75 Mag50 Mag25 Yellow75 YeUow50 YeUow25













CyanSO 0.262i 0.255 0.547 0.414 0432 0,622 0,186
Cyan25 0.245 0.335 0.491 0.255 0.693 0.157
|;:Mag75:;-:.;: 0 372 0.449 0.275 j 0 742 0.217
Mag50 0.739 0.318 0,987 0.454





Max AE = 0.987
Min AE = 0.157
Table 2. Color Difference Between the Print Samples
of the Gray Balance
Targets Measured on Spectrophotometer.
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Magenta25 Yellow75
Figure 5. Print Samples of the Gray Balance Targets with
Different ColorMisregistration Treatments.
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Table 3 - A: C, M AND Y REGISTER INFORMATION, RELATIVE TO BLACK
IN X DIMENSION:








































































Table 3 - B: C, M, Y REGISTER INFORMATION, RELATIVE TO STANDARD
IN X DIMENSION:
(mm)|:Il;;iTD;I C50 C25 ivM75::;;mWMM 1
M25;;:















































































Screen ruling: 133 lpi
Screen period: d = 0.191 mm
Table 3. Registration Information of the Print Samples of the Gray Balance Targets.
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Color Difference between Different Color Registration
Gray Balance Targets
(Compared to the Standard Treatment)














Cyan75 Cyan50 Cyan25 Mag75 Mag50
Mag25 Yel75 Yel50 Yel25
Registration Treatment
Figure 6. ColorDifference between the Standard and
the
Misregistered Gray Balance Targets.
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CALCULATED FRACTIONAL DOT AREA
VS. DEMICHAL EQUATIONS FRACTIONAL DOT AREA









































































































Aver. FA 0.108082 0.102952 0.177787 0.085795 0.141586 0.144798 0.111607 0.127393
DemPA 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif.FA 0.004132 0.000998 0.002337 0.000745 0.001964 0.001248 0.005843 0.000343
%Dif. * 3.823 0.969 1.315 0.868 1.387 0.862 5.236 0.269
Cyan Magenta Yellow
% Actual Dot Areas 58.00 45.00 45.00
% PDA by Dem. Eqs. 56.54 44.08 43.53
**
Difference 1.46 0.92 1.47
* FA: fractional area; Dif. FA = IDem. FA
- Aver. FAI; % Dif. = 100(Dif. FA + Aver. FA).
** Fractional print dot areas are calculated by the Demichel equations from the known fractional areas
Table 4. Analysis of the Demichel Equations in Predicting





There is no significant color difference between the gray balance targets due to color mis
registration. The color differences between the targets due to different dot configurations
are all smaller than one AE value although the color difference for an individual unit area
can vary as much as 16 AE values. However, the analytitcal study still shows that there is
some amont of color variations between the gray balance targets due to color misregistra
tion. The calculated fractional areas by the computer simulation are not the same as those
calculated by the Demichel equations. If using the Demichel equations to predict the
three color dot sizes from the known fractional areas, the errors of percent dot sizes range
from 1% to 2.5% in this case. The above evidence actually confirmed the long time as
sumption that there is still some color variation with the multi-angle halftone color print
ing system due to color misregistration, but the magnitude of the variation will be very
small; so small that it can be neglected. The multi-angle screen configuration produces a
"random-type"
dot pattern, but it is not truly random.
Conclusions of this study are as follows:
(1) On the basis of this study, we can not reject the null hypothesis which states that color
misregistration will not cause color variation in a gray balance target in the multi-angle
halftone color printing. Therefore, this study confirms the assumption about multi-angle
halftone color printing systems that the




(2) A gray balance target can be used for color balance color in multi-angle halftone pro
cess color printing because it is not affected by variations in registration.
(3) The dot overlapping patterns of the multi-angle halftone color printing system are not
truly random and the use of the Demichel equations to predict the fractional areas has
some errors.
Recommendations for Further Study
This study started from a method of computer dot overlapping pattern simulation and
fractional areas calculation. Using the same method to calculate the eight primary color
fractional areas, further studies may conduct:
(1) To compare the fractional print dot areas through a gray balance scale with those cal
culated by the Demichel equations, and then to find a way to correlate them.
(2) To investigate the color variations due to color misregistration in a four-color gray
area. This would be an interesting topic as large sizes of secondary degree morie patterns
with noticeable color difference have been noticed in a four-colormidtone gray print.
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Fractional Dot Area Data






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: STANDARD
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Gm(CY) Blk(CMY) White(W)
1 0.180614 0.155578 0.104362 0.022079 0.213983 0.196258 0.047263 0.079863
2 0.142390 0.114251 0.136770 0.037981 0.176571 0.170899 0.092683 0.128455
3 0.144573 0.123855 0.104570 0.027956 0.209943 0.173982 0.099864 0.115257
4 0.082962 0.136878 0.238104 0.087520 0.077439 0.118563 0.158360 0.100174
5 0.063601 0.182546 0.117222 0.000000 0.093975 0.191205 0.193526 0.157925
6 0.092863 0.090156 0.177701 0.127515 0.181679 0.168300 0.059371 0.102415
7 0.143863 0.033004 0.215254 0.124171 0.195588 0.107148 0.065887 0.115085
8 0.232237 0.087798 0.228138 0.044916 0.167979 0.022449 0.150412 0.066071
9 0.137346 0.027347 0.129232 0.073044 0.217689 0.085401 0.148887 0.181054
10 0.062830 0.176362 0.169841 0.054156 0.079189 0.215862 0.109284 0.132476
11 0.047964 0.030682 0.230750 0.104910 0.040029 0.010186 0.286682 0.248797
12 0.082467 0.152064 0.174337 0.047050 0.089696 0.178620 0.137105 0.138661
13 0.077689 0.169415 0.133285 0.090282 0.152064 0.226418 0.055261 0.095586
14 0.161411 0.017085 0.168664 0.087475 0.198054 0.078562 0.121664 0.167086
15 0.081370 0.156483 0.127582 0.016102 0.073883 0.163188 0.191186 0.190206
16 0.043819 0.065106 0.233588 0.162157 0.118983 0.139436 0.106331 0.130580
17 0.161515 0.110653 0.097061 0.061409 0.253817 0.186512 0.036354 0.092679
18 0.125133 0.066910 0.247817 0.152812 0.178416 0.127467 0.048700 0.052745
19 0.106954 0.151145 0.098352 0.031065 0.175825 0.215013 0.093821 0.127825
20 0.039883 0.020282 0.351468 0.204885 0.037349 0.034418 0.167329 0.144386
21 0.025427 0.050691 0.165442 0.137089 0.109455 0.117936 0.171079 0.222881
22 0.127348 0.114482 0.127051 0.062886 0.175164 0.184701 0.074192 0.134176
23 0.165289 0.126998 0.144839 0.050279 0.187987 0.128496 0.102328 0.093784
24 0.207316 0.061450 0.186329 0.090978 0.243199 0.122141 0.027559 0.061028
25 0.070170 0.148690 0.223134 0.090787 0.095385 0.175575 0.111184 0.085075
26 0.077744 0.142550 0.220294 0.105164 0.086171 0.172367 0.088321 0.107389
27 0.075179 0.180261 0.187690 0.112903 0.117320 0.196447 0.062577 0.067623
28 0.042863 0.212559 0.134025 0.046681 0.068405 0.233252 0.125713 0.136502
29 0.203479 0.080887 0.180687 0.080331 0.234715 0.118371 0.046427 0.055103
30 0.066584 0.156858 0.106750 0.011358 0.080920 0.195309 0.172797 0.209424
31 0.089149 0.050633 0.229074 0.119729 0.103585 0.082029 0.155155 0.170646
Average 0.108453 0.109473 0.173852 0.079538 0.143047 0.146339 0.113139 0.126160
Std Dev 0.053906 0.054795 0.057214 0.047709 0.062044 0.058139 0.056876 0.048963
Dem. 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.00450 0.00552 -0.00160 -0.00551 -0.00050 0.00279 -0.00431 -0.00089







No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.201923 0.049998 0.090479 0.062065 0.317284 0.172653 0.007613 0.097985
2 0.078670 0.126752 0.104945 0.073476 0.161646 0.236636 0.078171 0.139704
3 0.159459 0.057121 0.079603 0.052468 0.275720 0.164046 0.073779 0.137804
4 0.056157 0.154957 0.200688 0.071283 0.058034 0.143670 0.175999 0.139212
5 0.108821 0.169155 0.154934 0.037645 0.111423 0.142082 0.156818 0.119122
6 0.140275 0.094457 0.158824 0.044187 0.180527 0.119713 0.146192 0.115825
7 0.108706 0.102544 0.142573 0.035298 0.126556 0.142946 0.158104 0.183273
8 0.147383 0.080342 0.204496 0.094887 0.178272 0.107287 0.099373 0.087960
9 0.113113 0.077519 0.264169 0.175597 0.165735 0.107528 0.050717 0.045622
10 0.084328 0.118986 0.206727 0.130398 0.133621 0.192347 0.044393 0.089200
11 0.000876 0.057939 0.130150 0.009648 0.013346 0.057019 0.384039 0.346983
12 0.179206 0.059229 0.179738 0.064556 0.181948 0.082479 0.120260 0.132584
13 0.181977 0.131650 0.148848 0.042313 0.191615 0.119916 0.102537 0.081144
14 0.039892 0.14O435 0.093034 0.010397 0.072515 0.199436 0.197616 0.246675
15 0.073703 0.171619 0.261357 0.099089 0.057507 0.172127 0.100829 0.063769
16 0.120866 0.144279 0.242291 0.054790 0.038688 0.060049 0.213852 0.125185
17 0.103480 0.188070 0.129397 0.071341 0.174747 0.244049 0.028016 0.060900
18 0.058083 0.186954 0.159465 0.039966 0.058190 0.192191 0.153922 0.151229
19 0.210153 0.068984 0.183120 0.096200 0.259865 0.113851 0.026390 0.041437
20 0.015107 0.035615 0.218122 0.074197 0.023478 0.058583 0.298311 0.276587
21 0.107873 0.044672 0.297126 0.183248 0.113501 0.031530 0.126434 0.095616
22 0.154664 0.089408 0.090753 0.019252 0.202514 0.154709 0.115580 0.173120
23 0.209743 0.066473 0.205719 0.094780 0.266164 0.086835 0.055158 0.015128
24 0.163762 0.126742 0.165099 0.062027 0.177005 0.164532 0.057852 0.082981
25 0.090722 0.119708 0.175277 0.096390 0.123423 0.158205 0.102999 0.133276
26 0.101679 0.091782 0.206399 0.110839 0.144483 0.153624 0.083619 0.107575
27 0.105376 0.080803 0.105826 0.097223 0.217332 0.161845 0.077496 0.154099
28 0.166962 0.121758 0.169648 0.049859 0.161751 0.110159 0.122632 0.097231
29 0.167933 0.078720 0.086445 0.022468 0.232178 0.152321 0.105207 0.154728
30 0.074700 0.175768 0.174236 0.052185 0.062828 0.189558 0.129603 0.141122
31 0.083933 0.054615 0.302400 0.170655 0.098080 0.066956 0.103726 0.119635
Average 0.116436 0.105389 0.171996 0.074152 0.147741 0.137383 0.119266 0.127636
StdDev 0.053974 0.044502 0.060019 0.044417 0.076785 0.051971 0.076536 0.066796
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.01249 0.00144 -0.00345 -0.01090 0.00419 -0.00617 0.00182 0.00059






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: CYAN50
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Gra(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.214262 0.070881 0.125243 0.066601 0.300793 0.166919 0.002496 0.052805
2 0.018390 0.208367 0.070594 0.033823 0.081828 0.291643 0.099798 0.195557
3 0.181894 0.078010 0.153953 0.083246 0.255272 0.137826 0.044262 0.065537
4 0.095696 0.055742 0.225100 0.144773 0.156610 0.104865 0.097423 0.119791
5 0.130425 0.108433 0.153927 0.076541 0.156095 0.123610 0.117094 0.133875
6 0.182910 0.011809 0.134803 0.084198 0.263983 0.070839 0.104899 0.146559
7 0.064593 0.158512 0.203323 0.058779 0.072083 0.186319 0.126307 0.130084
8 0.099353 0.106606 0.182883 0.087024 0.152559 0.152133 0.107699 0.111743
9 0.125471 0.095054 0.238707 0.130573 0.149192 0.096842 0.091552 0.072609
10 0.091578 0.128991 0.134356 0.051955 0.127222 0.186784 0.114629 0.164485
11 0.004700 0.044046 0.232152 0.124712 0.027668 0.054547 0.264472 0.247703
12 0.147562 0.083130 0.129891 0.027007 0.158853 0.118245 0.159026 0.176286
13 0.234596 0.092660 0.220580 0.094564 0.225296 0.068344 0.048229 0.015731
14 0.015699 0.107824 0.122839 0.067620 0.105446 0.222889 0.140677 0.217006
15 0.158182 0.071354 0.230671 0.076748 0.156322 0.088478 0.121355 0.096890
16 0.137444 0.057067 0.275887 0.149863 0.127037 0.043392 0.118767 0.090543
17 0.006704 0.294360 0.103128 0.047540 0.068734 0.342020 0.051300 0.086214
18 0.036424 0.069818 0.075821 0.101298 0.174623 0.214638 0.095251 0.232127
19 0.257539 0.012676 0.103842 0.014574 0.313731 0.067441 0.102661 0.127536
20 0.009021 0.046263 0.182557 0.044748 0.010586 0.064402 0.330709 0.311714
21 0.104284 0.046570 0.330636 0.230597 0.115848 0.036208 0.078797 0.057060
22 0.044877 0.172944 0.051183 0.016303 0.119778 0.264791 0.121188 0.208936
23 0.142163 0.119263 0.205268 0.108258 0.195263 0.151889 0.041838 0.036058
24 0.165156 0.085947 0.084557 0.021380 0.221696 0.163789 0.095829 0.161646
25 0.066972 0.168602 0.142089 0.019318 0.076685 0.182600 0.183251 0.160483
26 0.179398 0.037466 0.272448 0.133979 0.190252 0.073236 0.053795 0.059426
27 0.217328 0.073197 0.174615 0.064358 0.221579 0.055462 0.110742 0.082719
28 0.197206 0.127507 0.244240 0.076578 0.154980 0.080218 0.095297 0.023974
29 0.167435 0.133026 0.159047 0.029740 0.183111 0.155489 0.093433 0.078719
30 0.077367 0.142836 0.233712 0.107151 0.097012 0.187859 0.076012 0.078051
31 0.058998 0.090930 0.358373 0.224344 0.064007 0.115617 0.052596 0.035135
Average 0.117214 0.099996 0.179240 0.083813 0.152392 0.137720 0.107787 0.121839
StdDev 0.071989 0.058047 0.073891 0.053569 0.073483 0.074595 0.062157 0.071233
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.01326 -0.00395 0.00379 -0.00124 0.00884 -0.00583 -0.00966 -0.00521






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: CYAN25
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.164976 0.143743 0.104524 0.013157 0.223419 0.212792 0.051139 0.086250
2 0.099793 0.192309 0.155100 0.019659 0.097424 0.215757 0.113041 0.106917
3 0.147884 0.118613 0.162925 0.074432 0.216478 0.172156 0.054706 0.052806
4 0.141202 0.071495 0.255029 0.114801 0.142054 0.059569 0.130115 0.085735
5 0.124643 0.126282 0.178250 0.044204 0.147259 0.131994 0.149815 0.097553
6 0.160406 0.050508 0.202366 0.147009 0.226618 0.096373 0.040717 0.076003
7 0.094521 0.038345 0.208719 0.151155 0.193683 0.156537 0.042965 0.114075
8 0.108500 0.139894 0.186945 0.072977 0.122756 0.144497 0.124818 0.099613
9 0.111446 0.056629 0.139371 0.066706 0.185813 0.111667 0.162169 0.166199
10 0.030678 0.183667 0.090239 0.017504 0.070973 0.251210 0.149922 0.205807
11 0.018386 0.028662 0.245542 0.163836 0.044662 0.038649 0.229829 0.230434
12 0.042427 0.162706 0.103730 0.002287 0.078805 0.225137 0.181653 0.203255
13 0.170025 0.140707 0.209770 0.094644 0.181735 0.131751 0.050042 0.021326
14 0.093433 0.069559 0.155624 0.091975 0.142928 0.143012 0.118135 0.185334
15 0.132933 0.056692 0.166570 0.093555 0.172678 0.117022 0.103557 0.156993
16 0.095139 0.041819 0.287763 0.225204 0.142966 0.086725 0.042370 0.078014
17 0.100717 0.217237 0.101797 0.029027 0.143771 0.249341 0.067240 0.090870
18 0.106839 0.088552 0.226689 0.150514 0.155332 0.142625 0.043888 0.085561
19 0.129831 0.101190 0.060338 0.023945 0.230391 0.192733 0.099948 0.161624
20 0.021527 0.037570 0.330893 0.170517 0.021326 0.050948 0.169066 0.198153
21 0.041360 0.029857 0.228639 0.180087 0.130224 0.098761 0.127158 0.163914
22 0.035443 0.128011 0.104926 0.083149 0.162201 0.273377 0.054559 0.158334
23 0.098427 0.172856 0.170517 0.103045 0.141173 0.196949 0.049439 0.067594
24 0.228870 0.054873 0.151731 0.059761 0.251507 0.099548 0.058961 0.094749
25 0.005468 0.199995 0.106998 0.002822 0.043231 0.242939 0.197676 0.200871
26 0.088697 0.125159 0.279473 0.148195 0.104046 0.165289 0.044513 0.044628
27 0.146953 0.128953 0.203342 0.084245 0.165941 0.125829 0.092843 0.051894
28 0.111653 0.152065 0.225728 0.111430 0.130657 0.164888 0.058575 0.045004
29 0.210644 0.109026 0.215528 0.076894 0.204322 0.112199 0.050894 0.020493
30 0.080944 0.140025 0.185846 0.073314 0.097282 0.181927 0.098094 0.142568
31 0.069770 0.045175 0.220784 0.121083 0.111134 0.102354 0.153755 0.175945
Average 0.103662 0.108135 0.182764 0.090682 0.144606 0.151437 0.100374 0.118339
Std Dev 0.053689 0.054924 0.062622 0.056427 0.057070 0.060623 0.053019 0.059092
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. -0.00029 0.00418 0.00731 0.00563 0.00106 0.00789 -0.01708 -0.00871






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: MAGENTA75
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Gm(CY) Blk(CMY) White(W)
1 0.050163 0.077958 0.178172 0.152059 0.139386 0.141733 0.103662 0.156867
2 0.138134 0.180735 0.225448 0.042678 0.085351 0.150518 0.112768 0.064368
3 0.108364 0.151860 0.175262 0.063654 0.138083 0.174866 0.100186 0.087725
4 0.053821 0.019056 0.208715 0.111225 0.107247 0.054780 0.221408 0.223748
5 0.017959 0.039592 0.202458 0.046349 0.004780 0.028588 0.359268 0.301006
6 0.162857 0.118169 0.115694 0.060418 0.241903 0.204043 0.022048 0.074868
7 0.056202 0.012548 0.286297 0.213127 0.121776 0.061147 0.117357 0.131546
8 0.194142 0.076289 0.115835 0.078331 0.284411 0.147759 0.023211 0.080022
9 0.141018 0.130765 0.227649 0.066668 0.116156 0.126714 0.113795 0.077235
10 0.053003 0.101802 0.107922 0.067652 0.143280 0.211283 0.117222 0.197836
11 0.107685 0.152358 0.192718 0.045319 0.078964 0.146133 0.148960 0.127863
12 0.085005 0.054769 0.207420 0.044529 0.055318 0.007528 0.307978 0.237453
13 0.120868 0.226376 0.155394 0.047949 0.128678 0.221902 0.055126 0.043707
14 0.156153 0.064902 0.254967 0.090197 0.111947 0.041024 0.159860 0.120950
15 0.005142 0.105052 0.143120 0.088712 0.061361 0.185256 0.170457 0.240900
16 0.124196 0.124158 0.224677 0.080121 0.133632 0.154024 0.088238 0.070954
17 0.149459 0.118884 0.203029 0.071331 0.152793 0.116613 0.107167 0.080724
18 0.161209 0.077136 0.226111 0.109115 0.196808 0.134610 0.038473 0.056538
19 0.009141 0.096437 0.194367 0.128175 0.078417 0.141173 0.168174 0.184116
20 0.109055 0.066457 0.218245 0.134440 0.169788 0.103805 0.099561 0.098649
21 0.131372 0.175726 0.134545 0.030883 0.144683 0.198090 0.082763 0.101938
22 0.065698 0.089518 0.254887 0.126855 0.044478 0.092653 0.165990 0.159921
23 0.171628 0.142261 0.095520 0.045047 0.238858 0.194389 0.036999 0.075298
24 0.210560 0.070983 0.160118 0.088339 0.267330 0.103735 0.044223 0.054712
25 0.125438 0.160195 0.185866 0.035884 0.131576 0.154443 0.132783 0.073815
26 0.109847 0.167213 0.201297 0.077533 0.103288 0.142543 0.121176 0.077103
27 0.158120 0.078842 0.122665 0.031465 0.181078 0.117214 0.143341 0.167275
28 0.053291 0.249202 0.098993 0.037057 0.101781 0.281271 0.078678 0.099727
29 0.166422 0.056530 0.245468 0.117642 0.171060 0.059215 0.105959 0.077704
30 0.016444 0.164845 0.052928 0.060137 0.131708 0.289197 0.078375 0.206366
31 0.084585 0.128443 0.238132 0.127582 0.093336 0.155295 0.082375 0.090252
Average 0.106354 0.112228 0.182384 0.081306 0.134170 0.140050 0.119599 0.123909
Std Dev 0.055555 0.055530 0.055194 0.041484 0.062852 0.065860 0.072785 0.065248
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.00240 0.00828 0.00693 -0.00374 -0.00938 -0.00350 0.00215 -0.00314






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: MAGENTA50
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.114717 0.045417 0.166987 0.088184 0.150173 0.102700 0.140434 0.191388
2 0.100414 0.144349 0.216695 0.079356 0.090129 0.152286 0.116074 0.100697
3 0.105699 0.109968 0.159561 0.067509 0.154160 0.173444 0.102799 0.126860
4 0.072106 0.116057 0.247479 0.096877 0.072543 0.136362 0.139952 0.118624
5 0.008861 0.094066 0.128953 0.055567 0.080474 0.195499 0.189173 0.247407
6 0.174000 0.063116 0.087717 0.047954 0.270653 0.178303 0.048772 0.129485
7 0.074703 0.026990 0.270615 0.194314 0.138385 0.074613 0.104701 0.115679
8 0.173477 0.085624 0.207097 0.101445 0.191608 0.103746 0.068938 0.068065
9 0.116233 0.153390 0.227270 0.091393 0.120216 0.171433 0.061464 0.058601
10 0.071976 0.172168 0.076837 0.046074 0.175252 0.254940 0.073698 0.129055
11 0.115093 0.095241 0.102098 0.040368 0.169349 0.171536 0.121454 0.184861
12 0.101552 0.064318 0.093642 0.029474 0.167842 0.128700 0.186635 0.227837
13 0.085662 0.116333 0.143139 0.082090 0.140233 0.156642 0.120567 0.155334
14 0.115726 0.039458 0.240784 0.131793 0.127087 0.029759 0.170053 0.145340
15 0.008432 0.162869 0.192968 0.085454 0.006791 0.149905 0.203322 0.190259
16 0.112979 0.116366 0.256843 0.092054 0.099365 0.076085 0.162270 0.084038
17 0.095350 0.112202 0.239204 0.127622 0.116290 0.107884 0.115605 0.085843
18 0.152997 0.070587 0.217719 0.118694 0.208473 0.105290 0.070472 0.055768
19 0.038843 0.042054 0.166911 0.098540 0.105573 0.084167 0.224574 0.239338
20 0.173296 0.055242 0.193995 0.070779 0.199048 0.072471 0.128688 0.106481
21 0.065836 0.228228 0.199984 0.097899 0.078006 0.225514 0.058727 0.045806
22 0.130145 0.131656 0.172339 0.059786 0.130564 0.111544 0.148165 0.115801
23 0.140889 0.097838 0.160316 0.075754 0.171425 0.115707 0.115789 0.122282
24 0.175551 0.021007 0.202991 0.121672 0.231181 0.105611 0.043184 0.098803
25 0.155170 0.159621 0.100130 0.004534 0.217344 0.243319 0.045367 0.074515
26 0.031768 0.048145 0.215045 0.153829 0.090714 0.126142 0.136523 0.197834
27 0.124516 0.036821 0.149034 0.062195 0.154449 0.087397 0.170380 0.215208
28 0.027896 0.133516 0.108311 0.063281 0.092219 0.211002 0.147640 0.216135
29 0.173823 0.069079 0.173255 0.111256 0.241832 0.122621 0.041703 0.066431
30 0.068606 0.281244 0.088491 0.011009 0.099157 0.293200 0.075469 0.082824
31 0.105264 0.151908 0.238383 0.104364 0.093888 0.119729 0.117825 0.068639
Average 0.103599 0.104673 0.175638 0.084230 0.141433 0.141534 0.117755 0.131137
StdDev 0.048224 0.058747 0.055561 0.039399 0.057253 0.058844 0.049556 0.058897
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. -0.00035 0.00072 0.00019 -0.00082 -0.00212 -0.00202 0.00031 0.00409






FRACTIONAL DOT AREAS: MAGENTA25
No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.152464 0.040986 0.081468 0.051546 0.233803 0.158167 0.081957 0.199609
2 0.122892 0.130474 0.155797 0.057602 0.155665 0.138861 0.127424 0.111285
3 0.100811 0.018621 0.094390 0.072697 0.220162 0.146905 0.127473 0.218941
4 0.033010 0.168106 0.248741 0.092680 0.070335 0.180501 0.095846 0.110781
5 0.020411 0.161116 0.058757 0.043866 0.122184 0.282159 0.102252 0.209255
6 0.128262 0.085841 0.183648 0.095816 0.178901 0.126537 0.098128 0.102867
7 0.131224 0.019746 0.187541 0.137270 0.223104 0.100330 0.076486 0.124299
8 0.157811 0.071205 0.277645 0.116511 0.123498 0.016623 0.156024 0.080683
9 0.111082 0.094456 0.215094 0.098199 0.128926 0.130098 0.106290 0.115855
10 0.084957 0.231299 0.160527 0.032910 0.089511 0.253059 0.077401 0.070336
11 0.136364 0.084565 0.125087 0.016552 0.145898 0.084954 0.209550 0.197030
12 0.091394 0.082057 0.063077 0.041142 0.197413 0.209032 0.106487 0.209398
13 0.039208 0.088548 0.116499 0.125306 0.145833 0.197845 0.086937 0.199824
14 0.147467 0.019350 0.154179 0.100234 0.211923 0.099556 0.097050 0.170241
15 0.030359 0.194785 0.168236 0.060174 0.036227 0.204288 0.147568 0.158363
16 0.020304 0.031700 0.326640 0.183397 0.028924 0.025442 0.217344 0.166249
17 0.062257 0.067677 0.197819 0.160911 0.156486 0.137836 0.084989 0.132025
18 0.095555 0.062651 0.255903 0.175415 0.168945 0.126570 0.047301 0.067660
19 0.119251 0.152747 0.119836 0.017981 0.136058 0.166067 0.144592 0.143468
20 0.134790 0.030655 0.229607 0.108174 0.161973 0.047084 0.155350 0.132367
21 0.034227 0.125717 0.225080 0.127525 0.051555 0.143720 0.141262 0.150914
22 0.137634 0.097053 0.099779 0.050423 0.204449 0.188282 0.071245 0.151135
23 0.140502 0.083639 0.180909 0.075457 0.087824 0.088476 0.139932 0.203261
24 0.163883 0.059974 0.256949 0.134160 0.172227 0.087769 0.062525 0.062513
25 0.088592 0.159016 0.151231 0.072595 0.166161 0.257671 0.030454 0.074280
26 0.051695 0.064022 0.258838 0.133806 0.047172 0.066288 0.183955 0.194224
27 0.124547 0.143855 0.181977 0.064025 0.121638 0.165056 0.096778 0.102124
28 0.014283 0.121219 0.124510 0.074710 0.075356 0.203624 0.156644 0.229654
29 0.222416 0.057598 0.102063 0.060981 0.314437 0.158416 0.006014 0.078075
30 0.074520 0.249150 0.118456 0.003732 0.068731 0.261239 0.108764 0.115408
31 0.058619 0.063261 0.273772 0.152353 0.057765 0.086586 0.150862 0.156782
Average 0.097767 0.098745 0.174002 0.088327 0.138809 0.146421 0.112738 0.143191
Std Dev 0.050865 0.059584 0.068511 0.046904 0.066487 0.067182 0.047352 0.049897
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. -0.00618 -0.00521 -0.00145 0.00328 -0.00474 0.00287 -0.00471 0.01614







No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY White(W)
1 0.157025 0.119507 0.143415 0.060576 0.184532 0.157908 0.074818 0.102219
2 0.107533 0.142190 0.152971 0.011768 0.095625 0.154625 0.172022 0.163266
3 0.163151 0.079912 0.199120 0.071895 0.176590 0.079136 0.133970 0.096226
4 0.151569 0.110296 0.264219 0.110812 0.146937 0.091054 0.092487 0.032626
5 0.147448 0.170556 0.138700 0.012559 0.169289 0.168530 0.119076 0.073842
6 0.162762 0.095459 0.252605 0.130958 0.178744 0.092130 0.062441 0.024901
7 0.168029 0.063686 0.258126 0.090541 0.146593 0.064956 0.119868 0.088201
8 0.080619 0.026234 0.194538 0.107928 0.117123 0.056828 0.205045 0.211685
9 0.124291 0.041958 0.096158 0.058616 0.221046 0.116297 0.150204 0.191430
10 0.046588 0.219422 0.076047 0.009580 0.113186 0.313153 0.081093 0.140931
11 0.107218 0.050583 0.129706 0.086758 0.177854 0.104997 0.148658 0.194226
12 0.033229 0.195374 0.070160 0.004483 0.089278 0.269778 0.138182 0.199517
13 0.054287 0.080511 0.230586 0.179677 0.121958 0.129951 0.085981 0.117049
14 0.154876 0.070718 0.152235 0.033377 0.156816 0.094878 0.163587 0.173513
15 0.110382 0.055869 0.167214 0.108807 0.163680 0.126760 0.103008 0.164280
16 0.067410 0.003611 0.361661 0.222815 0.079869 0.008808 0.147353 0.108473
17 0.083727 0.084006 0.127330 0.090365 0.175696 0.163296 0.114340 0.161240
18 0.157101 0.098379 0.267965 0.114406 0.156641 0.107303 0.071451 0.026754
19 0.089115 0.145398 0.097991 0.038033 0.165100 0.213571 0.104068 0.146724
20 0.046869 0.046219 0.224949 0.178859 0.148059 0.157992 0.058382 0.138671
21 0.095889 0.061804 0.224007 0.127412 0.110606 0.055585 0.170836 0.153861
22 0.098545 0.155557 0.060626 0.022250 0.175861 0.251893 0.074494 0.160774
23 0.070432 0.047898 0.054554 0.127759 0.175296 0.137127 0.115079 0.271855
24 0.149450 0.048733 0.204141 0.102360 0.181449 0.102385 0.093150 0.118332
25 0.005243 0.234606 0.058730 0.003866 0.109081 0.340704 0.098831 0.148939
26 0.081196 0.067391 0.327832 0.177019 0.049796 0.062934 0.124249 0.109583
27 0.090389 0.116640 0.241538 0.175894 0.135863 0.139505 0.043073 0.057098
28 0.038760 0.109463 0.243329 0.150237 0.059470 0.123796 0.136038 0.138907
29 0.245776 0.133081 0.167092 0.027432 0.238463 0.132592 0.041555 0.014009
30 0.166796 0.166639 0.139715 0.001817 0.137867 0.162228 0.117603 0.107335
31 0.106059 0.066454 0.222497 0.102011 0.110189 0.087904 0.150798 0.154088
Average 0.108444 0.100263 0.179024 0.088415 0.144147 0.137697 0.113282 0.128728
Std Dev 0.051398 0.056047 0.078583 0.061244 0.043013 0.073709 0.039394 0.058504
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.00449 -0.00369 0.00357 0.00337 0.00060 -0.00585 -0.00417 0.00168







No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Gm(CY) Blk(CMY) White(W)
1 0.188627 0.058197 0.242468 0.119464 0.181049 0.057676 0.077261 0.075258
2 0.002984 0.137465 0.101914 0.015497 0.043411 0.197747 0.230316 0.270666
3 0.202481 0.056931 0.194944 0.096667 0.244184 0.083143 0.065642 0.056008
4 0.134214 0.055978 0.308434 0.165129 0.139490 0.047548 0.100157 0.049050
5 0.131968 0.152193 0.174668 0.030514 0.139258 0.133177 0.155950 0.082272
6 0.177101 0.158593 0.201093 0.064300 0.177360 0.127647 0.064264 0.029642
7 0.085968 0.069485 0.265375 0.086613 0.050733 0.057366 0.208180 0.176280
8 0.097456 0.009312 0.173864 0.124610 0.176165 0.064752 0.144575 0.209266
9 0.222194 0.031314 0.123812 0.064387 0.302591 0.091350 0.066511 0.097841
10 0.110992 0.208057 0.111957 0.021800 0.152787 0.273875 0.040237 0.080295
11 0.109385 0.035401 0.102621 0.054486 0.177408 0.138829 0.147005 0.234865
12 0.081997 0.134380 0.149702 0.065416 0.126345 0.199267 0.099564 0.143329
13 0.058064 0.050977 0.254576 0.207959 0.130203 0.104684 0.078435 0.115102
14 0.060864 0.042952 0.195265 0.061267 0.048448 0.048128 0.278701 0.264375
15 0.060242 0.012908 0.237384 0.151298 0.084283 0.050705 0.180309 0.222871
16 0.115067 0.076944 0.280931 0.211119 0.135840 0.091771 0.087309 0.001019
17 0.027053 0.098526 0.053429 0.076718 0.179605 0.235441 0.108242 0.220986
18 0.116318 0.166664 0.156662 0.050123 0.164766 0.221648 0.059547 0.064272
19 0.119075 0.079697 0.221441 0.104335 0.138435 0.093033 0.129320 0.114664
20 0.055686 0.139693 0.187651 0.086318 0.099107 0.196343 0.109700 0.125502
21 0.171967 0.065026 0.206287 0.122963 0.204242 0.075211 0.078188 0.076116
22 0.025872 0.162933 0.055218 0.016007 0.097763 0.255820 0.148198 0.238189
23 0.117527 0.019372 0.183738 0.159654 0.206358 0.091745 0.081721 0.139885
24 0.134889 0.110296 0.132270 0.041129 0.177052 0.176246 0.098594 0.129524
25 0.073204 0.213689 0.099465 0.024819 0.152835 0.298737 0.053338 0.083913
26 0.082165 0.011330 0.342127 0.238414 0.095938 0.050202 0.077294 0.102530
27 0.059920 0.015172 0.327121 0.275438 0.125335 0.060704 0.053740 0.082570
28 0.034159 0.095841 0.238880 0.164281 0.071904 0.127998 0.123544 0.143393
29 0.142223 0.117370 0.135454 0.041877 0.181867 0.163654 0.098821 0.118734
30 0.157097 0.146418 0.063717 0.021212 0.223907 0.239218 0.030791 0.117640
31 0.202388 0.062903 0.213502 0.106518 0.218188 0.096661 0.041832 0.058008
Average 0.108360 0.090194 0.185031 0.099043 0.149899 0.133881 0.107009 0.126583
Std Dev 0.055973 0.058159 0.076011 0.068299 0.058667 0.074400 0.056944 0.069971
Dem. 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12705
Dif. 0.00441 -0.01376 0.00958 0.01399 0.00635 -0.00967 -0.01044 -0.00047







No. Yel(Y) Mag(M) Cyan(C) Red(YM) Blue(MC) Grn(CY) Blk(CMY) White(W)
1 0.210446 0.075344 0.211373 0.104769 0.217462 0.090213 0.042030 0.048363
2 0.098830 0.099105 0.148921 0.052957 0.133066 0.158853 0.138554 0.169714
3 0.203792 0.102754 0.092413 0.049185 0.297756 0.182731 0.012006 0.059363
4 0.037984 0.050885 0.300046 0.168694 0.053261 0.058159 0.183184 0.147787
5 0.037855 0.177634 0.150031 0.005056 0.040408 0.159064 0.247299 0.182653
6 0.094772 0.154856 0.100077 0.070103 0.206861 0.243933 0.035165 0.094233
7 0.050823 0.021359 0.256913 0.134996 0.070223 0.066065 0.195135 0.204486
8 0.212312 0.041277 0.184997 0.094768 0.242611 0.065512 0.074415 0.084108
9 0.264974 0.032255 0.154747 0.067860 0.310479 0.053979 0.059668 0.056038
10 0.119188 0.158571 0.214381 0.069929 0.106731 0.170622 0.087956 0.072622
11 0.050148 0.106444 0.081238 0.028246 0.055013 0.097650 0.270717 0.310544
12 0.084358 0.101470 0.233958 0.095669 0.077142 0.113553 0.148123 0.145727
13 0.062380 0.148690 0.156116 0.109777 0.133767 0.201369 0.074104 0.113797
14 0.066591 0.029099 0.156283 0.075747 0.100231 0.085185 0.220419 0.266445
15 0.009790 0.058290 0.146919 0.107674 0.081729 0.149029 0.182421 0.264148
16 0.085826 0.131692 0.215090 0.095678 0.123867 0.158892 0.101543 0.087412
17 0.163310 0.133374 0.087453 0.037440 0.246142 0.201155 0.046655 0.084471
18 0.099491 0.135990 0.143189 0.080417 0.187331 0.231903 0.037864 0.083815
19 0.154867 0.095103 0.231744 0.089095 0.147152 0.082732 0.121628 0.077679
20 0.060045 0.120084 0.265881 0.104139 0.046117 0.121024 0.160201 0.122509
21 0.134221 0.058518 0.172059 0.128419 0.204235 0.105385 0.079630 0.117533
22 0.085017 0.120894 0.159179 0.060198 0.099249 0.152382 0.152391 0.170690
23 0.216402 0.067805 0.164593 0.109664 0.277402 0.109757 0.011737 0.042640
24 0.208420 0.127200 0.117642 0.025113 0.244477 0.184796 0.030771 0.061581
25 0.103614 0.162357 0.222915 0.075510 0.111082 0.175932 0.093652 0.054938
26 0.074197 0.085066 0.213651 0.163175 0.140964 0.178121 0.034535 0.110291
27 0.055511 0.101001 0.242296 0.189535 0.118158 0.141608 0.060121 0.091770
28 0.050514 0.160186 0.121979 0.103193 0.142224 0.241715 0.052048 0.128141
29 0.116079 0.077533 0.155949 0.082058 0.172644 0.142662 0.107906 0.145169
30 0.045716 0.131941 0.055697 0.033543 0.133581 0.248135 0.121203 0.230184
31 0.168952 0.046390 0.234505 0.129129 0.182339 0.073319 0.075602 0.089764
Average 0.110530 0.100425 0.173943 0.088443 0.151732 0.143401 0.105119 0.126407
Std Dev 0.065222 0.043552 0.058992 0.042180 0.074654 0.056954 0.068478 0.068544
Demichel 0.10395 0.10395 0.17545 0.08505 0.14355 0.14355 0.11745 0.12805
Dif. 0.00658 -0.00353 -0.00151 0.00339 0.00818 -0.00015 -0.01233 -0.00164
%Dif 6.3298 3.3913 0.8589 3.9895 5.7000 0.1037 10.4991 1.2831
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Appendix B
Tristimulus Values and CIELAB Coordinates Data
Calculated by the n-Modified Neugebauer Equations
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Appendix B
^^AF1^071^ X' Y> AND Z: CIELAB L*- a* AND b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG EOs
TREATMENT: STANDARD
uuiru:U ^tuu. tys.
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7




1 28.987 29.946 18.847 61.607 0.437 11.537
2 29.451 30.801 21.488 62.340 -0.940 7.338
3 28.251 29.208 19.897 60.965 0.345 8.201
4 27.076 27.562 22.725 59.491 2.030 0.021
5 27.484 28.242 21.720 60.106 1.013 3.029
6 27.132 27.740 21.155 59.653 1.558 3.369
7 29.333 30.610 22.978 62.177 -0.691 4.172
8 30.240 31.037 21.336 62.539 1.180 7.983
9 30.407 31.400 22.875 62.844 0.493 5.516
10 28.034 29.017 22.534 60.796 0.222 2.637
11 31.488 32.104 28.326 63.429 1.957 -3.107
12 28.481 29.532 22.798 61.249 0.022 2.911
13 26.867 27.139 19.797 59.103 2.859 5.200
14 31.558 32.947 23.630 64.118 -0.759 6.293
15 30.391 31.301 23.413 62.761 0.789 4.358
16 26.883 27.524 23.600 59.456 1.403 -1.688
17 28.326 29.103 18.895 60.872 1.040 10.168
18 26.429 27.181 21.094 59.141 0.910 2.610
19 27.955 28.895 20.245 60.689 0.373 7.004
20 28.326 28.989 27.633 60.772 1.471 -6.535
21 29.759 30.195 25.295 61.822 2.458 -0.692
22 29.630 30.714 21.331 62.266 0.059 7.523
23 29.026 29.541 20.135 61.256 2.103 8.209
24 29.093 30.352 20.177 61.956 -0.662 9.329
25 25.973 26.711 21.820 58.706 0.907 0.420
26 28.090 28.822 22.835 60.624 1.181 1.766
27 26.358 26.310 20.155 58.330 4.114 3.123
28 27.597 27.993 21.470 59.883 2.429 3.138
29 28.622 29.604 19.715 61.311 0.302 9.178
30 30.639 31.815 23.769 63.190 -0.137 4.435
31 30.1% 31.149 25.391 62.633 0.609 0.536
Sum 888.082 913.484 687.077
Average 28.648 29.467 22.164 61.192 0.917 4.034 *
Std Dev 1.478 1.674 2.257
by Don. 28.411 29.191 22.112 60.950 1.038 3.717
Difference -0.237 -0.277 -0.052 -0.242 0.121 -0.317
* Average L*.





TABLE 2: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*.
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG EQs.
SAMPLE: CYAN75
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7




1 29.137 30.615 19.055 62.181 -1.460 12.079
2 27.767 28.800 20.578 60.605 -0.006 6.176
3 28.968 30.221 19.984 61.844 -0.656 9.536
4 27.826 28.263 23.246 60.126 2.291 0.127
5 28.457 28.752 21.2% 60.562 2.890 4.654
6 27.955 28.947 21.178 60.735 0.173 5.189
7 30.590 31.928 23.688 63.283 -0.722 4.746
8 28.104 28.918 21.400 60.709 0.873 4.702
9 26.306 26.499 21.209 58.508 3.135 1.287
10 27.240 28.013 21.595 59.900 0.926 2.921
11 32.302 33.483 29.500 64.550 0.062 -3.081
12 31.061 32.297 22.697 63.588 -0.294 7.138
13 29.077 29.585 19.794 61.295 2.131 8.985
14 30.867 32.211 24.800 63.517 -0.704 3.116
15 26.176 26.846 22.191 58.831 1.204 -0.090
16 29.957 30.346 23.943 61.952 2.646 1.979
17 26.183 26.595 18.564 58.597 2.243 6.963
18 28.597 29.269 22.847 61.019 1.466 2.422
19 28.211 29.075 19.237 60.848 0.697 9.391
20 30.785 32.191 29.359 63.501 -0.936 -4.664
21 28.470 28.556 23.966 60.388 3.689 -0.760
22 31.218 32.667 21.939 63.890 -1.020 9.123
23 26.423 27.082 18.647 59.050 1.275 7.564
24 29.079 30.112 20.490 61.750 0.173 8.331
25 28.953 29.572 22.431 61.283 1.702 3.674
26 27.845 28.835 22.277 60.636 0.168 2.856
27 29.193 29.698 21.256 61.392 2.153 6.165
28 29.392 30.046 20.924 61.694 1.620 7.351
29 30.437 31.860 20.999 63.227 -1.052 9.845
30 29.125 29.961 22.952 61.620 0.913 3.261
31 28.960 29.573 25.677 61.284 1.726 -2.294
Sum 894.660 920.816 687.719
Average 28.860 29.704 22.184 61.398 0.851 4.348
*
Std Dev 1.527 1.789 2.558
by Dem. 28.410 29.191 22.112 60.950
1.034 3.717











TABLE 3: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*,
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: CYAN50
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7




1 28.005 29.322 18.234 61.065 -1.051 11.943
2 29.181 30.011 22.281 61.663 0.940 4.620
3 27.799 28.669 19.291 60.488 0.621 8.656
4 28.134 28.744 23.134 60.555 1.654 1.081
5 29.944 30.439 21.848 62.031 2.258 6.096
6 30.672 31.647 21.773 63.050 0.586 8.001
7 27.830 28.943 23.417 60.732 -0.307 0.852
8 27.410 28.220 21.737 60.087 0.806 2.961
9 27.637 27.915 21.681 59.812 2.892 2.600
10 29.757 30.875 22.743 62.402 -0.048 5.007
11 30.079 30.672 28.291 62230 1.910 -5.117
12 31.297 32.675 22.970 63.897 -0.761 7.151
13 28.800 29.222 19.274 60.977 2.432 9.535
14 28.629 30.028 24.320 61.679 -1.255 0.817
15 28.787 30.072 22.666 61.716 -0.802 3.970
16 29.108 29.482 23.350 61.204 2.638 1.794
17 24.953 25.036 18.842 57.111 3.498 3.796
18 30.071 31.081 23.481 62.576 0.387 3.913
19 31.460 33.173 20.501 64.301 -1.907 12.706
20 31.843 33.312 29.794 64.412 -0.996 -3.789
21 27.589 27.337 23.309 59.285 4.973 -1.439
22 29.642 30.738 22.174 62.286 0.019 5.899
23 26.221 26.716 19.520 58.711 1.910 5.106
24 31.005 32.517 21.332 63.768 -1.279 10.110
25 28.273 29.180 22.552 60.940 0.540 2.851
26 28.668 29.865 22.428 61.537 -0.494 4.119
27 30.107 30.681 20.446 62.238 1.979 9.260
28 28.017 28.514 20.161 60.350 2.080
6.592
29 28.100 29.231 20.115 60.985 -0.332
7.782
30 26.457 27.359 21.969 59.305 0.318
1.159
31 25.528 25.833 23.415 57.878 2.619
-4.064
Sum 891.004 917.510 687.049
Average 28.742 29.597 22.163 61.305
0.794 4.231 *











TABLE 4: EFFECTIVE X, Y AND Z; CIELAB L*,
a*
AND b* BY n-MODIFTED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: CYAN25
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7




1 27.979 29.339 19.129 61.080 -1.218 10.023
2 27.791 28.887 21.140 60.682 -0.247 5.174
3 26.242 27.041 19.011 59.012 0.698 6.710
4 28.247 28.826 22.638 60.628 1.785 2.147
5 27.097 27.916 20.999 59.813 0.728 3.958
6 28.620 29.013 20.856 60.793 2.527 5.936
7 27.493 28.691 22.578 60.508 -0.681 2.056
8 27.721 28.244 21.352 60.108 1.949 3.761
9 28.815 29.783 22.436 61.466 0.382 3.981
10 29.355 30.482 23.113 62.068 -0.137 3.728
11 30.502 30.739 27.873 62.287 3.245 4.325
12 28.794 30.200 23.298 61.826 -1.252 2.961
13 27.046 27.313 19.133 59.263 2.892 6.881
14 30.659 31.799 24.027 63.176 -0.008 3.936
15 30.751 31.865 23.210 63.231 0.100 5.549
16 27.934 28.036 23.084 59.921 3.600 0.081
17 27.315 27.775 19.047 59.685 2.155 7.793
18 27.948 28.507 22.007 60.344 1.831 2.878
19 29.233 30.428 20.473 62.022 -0.404 8.833
20 30.305 31.307 30.104 62.766 0.443 -7.119
21 28.085 28.498 24.708 60.336 2.407 -2.203
22 27.055 28.280 21.563 60.140 -0.855 3.397
23 27.000 27.083 19.773 59.051 3.621 5.160
24 30.971 32.292 20.581 63.584 -0.606 11.305
25 27.716 28.725 23.213 60.539 0.074 0.902
26 26.033 26.770 21.910 58.761 0.921 0.337
27 26.920 27.333 19.962 59.281 2.307 5.164
28 26.427 26.798 20.422 58.787 2.427 3.362
29 27.886 28.746 19.356 60.557 0.671 8.636
30 29.275 30.344 23.511 61.950 0.065 2.777
31 29.270 30.369 25.299 61.972 -0.045 -0.440
Sum 876.484 901.429 685.803
Average 28.274 29.078 22.123 60.851 0.928
3.525 *
Std Dev 1.347 1.540 2.495
by Dem.
Difference
28.410 29.191 22.112 60.950 1.034 3.717










TABLE 5: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*.
a
and
b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG EOs
TREATMENT: MAG75
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = %.42 Yn= 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt" Yt' Zt'
L* a* b*
1 28.391 28.576 23.109 60.405 3.308 0.868
2 28.052 28.927 21.463 60.717 0.633 4.589
3 27.073 27.761 20.705 59.672 1.235 4.310
4 29.973 30.885 26.757 62.411 0.732 -2.226
5 31.491 32.751 29.746 63.959 -0.317 -4.4%
6 27.776 28.834 18.792 60.635 -0.104 9.980
7 27.757 28.055 25.003 59.939 2.825 -3.418
8 28.886 29.676 18.930 61.373 1.056 10.955
9 28.143 29.123 21.841 60.890 0.247 4.144
10 29.120 30.371 23.119 61.973 -0.628 3.552
11 29.247 30.181 22.878 61.810 0.565 3.727
12 31.585 32.462 27.339 63.723 1.041 -0.954
13 26.719 26.961 18.716 58.938 2.968 7.221
14 30.509 31.487 24.234 62.917 0.556 3.108
15 30.167 31.166 25.783 62.648 0.438 -0.129
16 27.069 28.164 21.507 60.036 -0.346 3.329
17 28.266 28.977 21.232 60.762 1.282 5.127
18 27.646 28.836 21.051 60.637 -0.625 5.273
19 27.826 28.170 24.622 60.042 2.651 -2.553
20 27.425 27.903 22.006 59.801 2.096 1.943
21 28.797 29.633 20.449 61.336 0.871 7.701
22 29.845 30.512 25.650 62.093 1.617 -0.852
23 28.265 28.914 18.263 60.706 1.516 11.260
24 28.575 29.185 19.034 60.945 1.698 9.993
25 26.600 27.377 20.430 59.322 0.830 4.265
26 27.422 27.604 20.863 59.529 3.253 3.743
27 31.222 32.505 22.416 63.758 -0.436 7.970
28 26.449 26.642 19.169 58.641 3.148 5.732
29 28.723 29.430 22.085 61.159 1.351 4.129
30 28.994 29.841 22.074 61.517 0.851 4.770
31 27.685 28.254 22.482 60.118 1.767 1.567
Sum 885.700 909.164 691.750
Average 28.571 29.328 22.315 61.070 1.144 3.531
*
Std Dev 1.377 1.575 2.732
by Dem. 28.410 29.191 22.112
60.950 1.034 3.717












TABLE 6: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*.
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFffiD NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: MAG50
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = 96.42 Yn = 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt' Yt' Zt'
a*
1 31.406 32.621 24.575 63.853 -0.174 4.102
2 28.095 28.891 22.402 60.685 0.940 2.699
3 28.170 29.307 21.799 61.051 -0.343 4.504
4 27.570 28.567 23.907 60.398 0.104 -0.634
5 29.389 30.935 25.674 62.453 -1.666 -0.274
6 29.559 31.122 20.099 62.611 -1.698 10.619
7 27.569 27.932 23.981 59.827 2.558 -1.753
8 28.704 29.398 20.819 61.131 1.395 6.593
9 27.140 27.913 21.226 59.810 0.917 3.496
10 27.005 27.631 19.633 59.554 1.475 6.322
11 30.665 31.997 22.584 63.341 -0.691 6.927
12 31.090 32.401 23.862 63.673 -0.556 5.096
13 29.175 29.699 22.359 61.393 2.080 4.003
14 29.876 30.256 24.438 61.875 2.674 0.939
15 28.992 29.182 25.036 60.942 3.325 -1.747
16 27.264 27.660 22.605 59.580 2.402 0.405
17 27.228 27.407 22.121 59.349 3.254 0.940
18 26.855 27.485 20.439 59.421 1.440 4.418
19 30.078 30.788 26.079 62.329 1.480 -1.197
20 29.072 30.117 21.878 61.755 0.127 5.562
21 25.720 25.653 19.771 57.707 4.164 2.848
22 29.054 29.424 21.571 61.154 2.649 5.130
23 29.469 30.060 21.543 61.706 1.857 6.136
24 29.528 30.909 21.990 62.431 -1.043 6.509
25 26.977 28.485 18.544 60.325 -1.961 9.985
26 29.606 30.453 25.977 62.043 0.924 -1.512
27 32.274 33.679 25.069 64.707 -0.714 4.686
28 29.678 30.571 23.823 62.144 0.765 2.532
29 28.074 28.708 19.741 60.523 1.556 7.767
30 26.382 26.532 18.397 58.538 3.313 7.228
31 27.250 27.347 21.536 59.295 3.579 1.993
Sum 888.915 913.134 693.477
Average 28.675 29.456 22.370
61.182 1.064 3.617
Std Dev 1.541 1.841 2.107
byDem. 28.410 29.191 22.112 60.950
1.034 3.717











TABLE 7: EFFECTTVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*.
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: MAG25
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = 96.42 Yn= 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt' Yt' Zt'
L* a* b*
1 32.320 34.060 22.757 65.010 -1.855 9.475
2 28.184 28.701 20.980 60.517 2.014 5.209
3 30.456 32.004 23.482 63.346 -1.493 5.238
4 26.568 27.296 24.261 59.247 1.020 -3.268
5 28.854 29.951 22.309 61.612 -0.094 4.477
6 28.005 28.739 21.369 60.551 1.166 4.491
7 28.732 29.584 22.251 61.294 0.806 4.040
8 28.948 29.261 23.006 61.011 2.854 2.109
9 28.638 29.625 22.931 61.329 0.288 2.798
10 26.356 27.121 19.892 59.086 0.846 4.972
11 31.465 32.480 23.523 63.738 0.538 5.838
12 30.245 31.782 22.434 63.163 -1.489 6.910
13 29.748 30.335 23.287 61.943 1.899 3.183
14 31.328 32.584 23.384 63.822 -0.327 6.244
15 28.445 28.939 23.362 60.728 2.129 0.949
16 27.926 28.317 27.605 60.174 2.480 -7.519
17 27.638 27.943 22.702 59.837 2.789 0.662
18 26.312 26.847 21.903 58.832 1.760 0.474
19 29.361 30.188 21.409 61.816 0.974 6.592
20 29.155 30.051 23.726 61.698 0.690 1.943
21 28.400 28.749 24.397 60.560 2.675 -1.252
22 30.176 31.502 21.294 62.929 -0.742 8.739
23 34.860 35.962 25.858 66.491 0.631 6.365
24 28.499 29.388 21.957 61.122 0.639 4.316
25 25.756 26.887 19.689 58.869 -0.701 5.025
26 30.671 31.339 27.339 62.793 1.693 -2.557
27 28.803 29.702 21.572 61.396 0.637 5.544
28 29.909 30.901 24.834 62.424 0.432 1.170
29 29.276 30.628 18.609 62.193 -0.976 13.064
30 27.913 28.630 20.523 60.454 1.221 6.027
31 29.374 30.127 26.049 61.764 1.246 -2.120
Sum 902.320 929.623 708.693
Average 29.107 29.988 22.861
61.644 0.742 3.473 *
Std Dev 1.830 2.039 2.042
by Dem.
Difference














TABLE 8: FFECTTVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*,
a* AND b* BY n-MODEFIED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: YELLOW75
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = 96.42 Yn = 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt' Yt' Zt' L* a* b*
1 29.366 30.235 20.508 61.856 0.818 8.477
2 29.874 31.173 23.235 62.654 -0.691 4.508
3 28.650 29.431 21.552 61.160 1.063 5.178
4 26.706 27.174 20.900 59.135 2.067 2.987
5 27.011 27.709 19.235 59.625 1.188 7.288
6 26.848 27.165 20.233 59.127 2.679 4.335
7 29.181 30.402 23.121 62.000 -0.511 3.595
8 30.723 31.548 25.800 62.968 1.130 0.392
9 30.090 31.103 22.300 62.595 0.378 6.189
10 27.031 28.212 20.303 60.080 -0.690 5.834
11 30.735 31.469 23.381 62.901 1.463 4.660
12 28.916 30.048 22.367 61.695 -0.215 4.508
13 27.466 27.559 22.%5 59.488 3.609 -0.440
14 31.520 32.935 23.551 64.108 -0.858 6.423
15 30.367 31.364 23.418 62.814 0.471 4.440
16 27.541 27.927 26.274 59.823 2.467 -5.858
17 28.538 29.282 21.977 61.030 1.188 4.117
18 26.555 27.372 20.824 59.317 0.664 3.457
19 28.173 29.081 20.932 60.853 0.523 5.886
20 27.566 28.429 23.936 60.274 0.617 -0.901
21 29.749 30.012 24.277 61.665 3.100 0.872
22 29.310 30.508 20.651 62.090 -0.401 8.587
23 34.294 34.338 24.333 65.230 4.131 6.917
24 29.526 30.739 22.710 62.287 -0.427 4.869
25 25.379 26.422 19.994 58.436 -0.408
3.639
26 28.964 29.547 25.762 61.261 1.840
-2.484
27 26.806 26.657 21.055 58.656
4.538 1.849
28 28.139 28.324 24.306 60.180
3.291 -1.741
29 28.336 29.361 18.061 61.099
0.102 12.386
30 29.992 31.092 20.818 62.585
0.051 9.102





22.366 61.308 1.077 3.841
*











TABELE 9: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*,
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFTED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: YELLOW50
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = %42 Yn = 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt' Yt' Zt' L* a* b*
1 29.987 30.701 22.140 62.255 1.457 5.912
2 30.413 31.733 25.932 63.122 -0.687 0.427
3 28.317 29.081 19.950 60.853 1.088 7.898
4 27.006 27.401 22.560 59.344 2.381 0.083
5 26.847 27.459 20.310 59.397 1.509 4.641
6 27.554 27.873 19.447 59.774 2.726 7.093
7 30.313 31.525 26.893 62.948 -0.313 -1.532
8 31.401 32.155 25.413 63.470 1.457 1.941
9 29.728 30.803 19.723 62.341 0.107 10.938
10 27.053 28.132 19.107 60.008 -0.293 8.222
11 32.143 33.856 24.532 64.848 -1.793 5.8%
12 28.587 29.654 22.280 61.354 -0.018 4.088
13 27.648 27.704 23.508 59.620 3.763 -1.233
14 32.239 33.503 28.223 64.566 -0.232 -0.976
15 31.721 32.550 27.751 63.794 1227 -1.521
16 24.507 24.172 18.951 56.259 5.261 2.094
17 28.715 29.576 22.329 61.287 0.771 3.877
18 26.126 27.113 19.459 59.079 -0.069 5.870
19 28.591 29.294 22.889 61.041 1.349 2.380
20 27.067 27.976 22.475 59.867 0.374 1.148
21 28.950 29.283 20.920 61.030 2.783 6.217
22 30.165 31.367 23.432 62.816 -0.294 4.418
23 29.490 29.945 22.601 61.607 2.368 3.906
24 28.999 30.348 21.261 61.954 -1.010 7.124
25 25.327 26.301 18.700 58.322 -0.137 6.193
26 28.757 29.249 25.707 61.001 2.166 -2.837
27 27.141 26.923 24.113 58.903 4.826 -3.589
28 28.135 28.322 24.313 60.179 3.281 -1.758
29 28.907 30.006 20.938 61.660 -0.096
7.264
30 29.581 30.855 19.229 62.385 -0.642 12.058
31 29.280 30.267 20.729 61.884 0.370
8.073
Sum 890.6% 915.127 695.816
Average 28.732 29.520 22.446 61.238
1.044 3.568
*
Std Dev 1.847 2.140 2.657
by Dem.
Difference














TABLE 10: EFFECTIVE X, Y, AND Z; CIELAB L*.
a* AND b* BY n-MODIFIED NEUG. EQs.
TREATMENT: YELLOW25
D50, 2 degree: n= 1.7
Xn = 96.42 Yn = 100.00 Zn = 82.49
Xt' Yt' Zt'
L* a* b*
1 29.363 30.105 20.286 61.744 1.290 8.738
2 29.661 30.988 23.231 62.497 -0.821 4.246
3 27.936 28.894 17.616 60.688 0.300 12.675
4 27.767 28.233 26.147 60.099 2.170 -5.160
5 27.806 28.507 23.497 60.344 1.272 0.033
6 26.469 27.069 18.984 59.038 1.516 6.813
7 29.989 31.192 27.504 62.669 -0.326 -3.048
8 30.046 30.878 20.819 62.404 1.033 8.788
9 29.765 30.650 18.979 62.211 0.806 12.294
10 27.589 28.493 21.360 60.331 0.465 4.129
11 34.628 35.034 26.825 65.775 2.927 3.458
12 29.332 30.275 24.700 61.891 0.541 0.492
13 27.246 27.475 21.039 59.412 3.058 3.186
14 32.489 33.845 27.220 64.840 -0.515 1.172
15 30.984 32.027 26.760 63.365 0.383 -0.587
16 26.474 27.136 21.734 59.100 1.269 1.266
17 27.829 28.670 18.353 60.490 0.732 10.689
18 26.279 27.275 19.734 59.228 -0.079 5.546
19 28.330 29.007 21.768 60.788 1.417 4.111
20 27.578 28.406 24.522 60.254 0.753 -2.009
21 29.191 29.564 21.539 61.276 2.646 5.404
22 29.858 30.801 23.498 62.339 0.604 3.472
23 28.749 29.249 18.731 61.001 2.134 10.743
24 28.754 30.067 18.538 61.712 -0.915 12.390
25 25.919 26.696 20.751 58.692 0.740 2.527
26 27.983 28.723 22.567 60.536 1.144 2.125
27 26.997 26.901 22.368 58.882 4.337 -0.344
28 27.478 27.807 20.754 59.714 2.684 4.282
29 29.222 30.280 22.352 61.895 0.098 4.881
30 30.357 31.694 23.100 63.090 -0.757 5.513
31 29.698 30.533 22.397 62.111 0.980 5.167
Sum 891.764 916.473 687.678
Average 28.767 29.564 22.183 61.276
1.015 4.141
*
Std Dev 1.821 1.954 2.717
by Dem.
Difference
28.503 29.287 22.187 61.034 1.032 3.716
-0.264 -0.277
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POOLED STDEV = 1.657
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI
'
S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + +
1.503 ( * )
1.552 ( * )
1.691 ( * )
1.369 ( * )
















Table 1. One-Way ANOVA Analysis Report on Tristimulus Value X.
















YELLOW2 5 31 29.564










INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI
'
S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV




























28.70 29.40 30.10 30.80
Table 2. One-Way ANOVA Analysis Report
on Tristimulus Value Y,
71
Appendix C Continued
MTB > AOVONEWAY C1-C10
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE DF SS MS F p F_critical
FACTOR 9 13.59 1.51 0.25 0.986 2.11
ERROR 300 1798.74 6.00
TOTAL 309 1812.33
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
LEVEL N MEAN STDEV + + +
STANDARD 31 22.164 2.294 ( * )
CYAN75 31 22.184 2.600 (
*
)
CYAN50 31 22.163 2.421 (
*
)
CYAN25 31 22.123 2.536 (
*
)
MAG75 31 22.314 2.777 (
*
)
MAG50 31 22.370 2.142 { )
MAG25 31 22.861 2.076 (
*
)
YELLOW75 31 22.366 2.027 (
*
)
YELLOW50 31 22.446 2.701 (
*
)
YELLOW25 31 22.183 2.762 (
*
)
POOLED STDEV = 2.449 21.70 22.40 23.10
Table 3. One_Way ANOVA Analysis on Tristimulus Value Z.
MTB > TWOWAY C1-C3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE X VALUE BASED ON 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
SOURCE DF SS MS F
F critical
COLOR 2 1.46 0.73 0.26 3.69
REGISTER 2 0.07 0.03 0.01
3.69
INTERACTION 4 11.02 2.76 0.99
2.79
ERROR 270 755.55 2.80
TOTAL 278 768.10
Table 4. Two-Way ANOVA
Analysis on Tristimulus Value X.
72
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MTB > TWOWAY C1-C3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Y VALUE BASED ON 0.95 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
SOURCE DF SS MS F F_critical
COLOR 2 0.88 0.44 0.12 3.69
REGISTER 2 0.02 0.01 0.00 3.69
INTERACTION 4 14.61 3.65 1.01 2.79
ERROR 270 971.36 3.60
TOTAL 278 986.87
Table 5. Two-Way ANOVA Analysis on Tristimulus Value Y.
MTB > TWOWAY C1-C3
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE Z VALUE BASED ON 0.9 5 CONFIDENCE INTERVAL
SOURCE DF SS MS F F critical
COLOR 2 5.98 2.99 0.49 3.69
REGISTER 2 0.48 0.24 0.04 3.69
INTERACTION 4 6.32 1.58 0.26 2.79
ERROR 270 1640.82 6.08
TOTAL 278 1653.59
Table 6. Two-Way ANAOVA Analysis on Tristimulus Value Z
73
Appendix D
ANOVA Analysis on the Calculated Fractional Dot Areas
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Appendix D
MTB > AOVONEWAY C1-C10
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
SOURCE DF SS MS
FACTOR 9 0.00956 0.00106
ERROR 300 0.98927 0.00330
TOTAL 309 0.99883
LEVEL N MEAN
standard 31 0.10845 0
cyan75 31 0.11644 0
cyan50 31 0.11721 0
cyan25 31 0.10366 0
mag7 5 31 0.10635 0
mag50 31 0.10360 0
mag25 31 0.09777 0
yellow75 31 0.10844 0
yellow50 31 0.10836 0
yellow25 31 0.11053 0
POOLED STDEV = 0.05742








INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI
'
S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV



























+ + + +
0.080 0.100 0.120 0.140





















POOLED STDEV = 0.05556







INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV































+ + + +_
0.080 0.100 0.120 0.140
Table 2. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on
Magenta Fractional Dot Area.
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POOLED STDEV = 0.06628










standard 31 0.17385 0
cyan75 31 0.17200 0
cyan50 31 0.17924 0
cyan25 31 0.18276 0
mag75 31 0.18238 0
mag50 31 0.17564 0
mag25 31 0.17400 0
yellow75 31 0.17902 0
yellow50 31 0.18503 0
yellow25 31 0.17394 0
F_critical
2.11
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + + +
.05816 ( * )
,06101 ( * )
,07511 ( * )
,06366 ( * )
,05611 ( * )
,05648 ( * )










+ + + +
0.160 0.180 0.200 0.220
Table 3. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on Cyan Fractional Dot Area,
77
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YELLOW2 5 31 0,.08844
POOLED STDEV = 0.05180











INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + + +.
0.04850 ( * )
0.04515 ( * )




















+ + + +
0.060 0.080 0.100 0.120
Table 4. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on Red Fractional Dot Area.
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POOLED STDEV = 0.06576
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + + + _
.05910 ( * }
.05283 ( * }
,07583 ( * j
.06162 ( * }
.06695 ( * )
05982 ( * )
,06829 ( )
07493 ( )
07563 ( * )
05790 ( * )
+ + + +_
0.120 0.140 0.160 0.180
Table 5. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on Green Fractional Dot Area,
79
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MAG50 31 0. 14143
MAG25 31 0..13881
YELLOW75 31 0. 14415
YELLOW50 31 0. 14990
YELLOW25 31 0. 15173
POOLED STDEV = 0.06502
MTB > INVCDF 0.95
0.9500 1.6449
MS F P F critical
0.00105 0.25 0.987 2.11
0.00423
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV
STDEV + + + +-
0.06307 ( * )
0.07805 ( * )







0.05820 ( * )










+ + + +_
0.120 0.140 0.160 0.180
Table 6. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on Blue Fractional Dot Area,
80
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POOLED STDEV = 0.06035
MTB > INVCDF 0.95
0.9500 1.6449
MS F P F critical
0.00128 0.35 0.957 2.11
0.00364
LEVEL N MEAN STDEV
STANDARD 31 0,.11314 0.05782
CYAN75 31 0.,11927 0.07780
CYAN50 31 0.,10779 0.06318
CYAN25 31 0.,10037 0.05390
MAG75 31 0.,11960 0.07399
MAG50 31 0.,11776 0.05038
MAG25 31 0.,11274 0.04813
YELLOW75 31 0.,11328 0.04005
YELLOW50 31 0.,10701 0.05789
YELLOW25 31 0..10512 0.06961
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI
'
S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV























_+ + + +
0.080 0.100 0.120 0.140
Table 7. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on Gray (CMY) Fractional Dot Area.
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YELLOW25 31 0. 12641
POOLED STDEV = 0.06320
MTB > INVCDF 0.95
0.9500 1.6449
MS F P F critical
0.00136 0.34 0.961 2.11
0.00399
INDIVIDUAL 95 PCT CI'S FOR MEAN
BASED ON POOLED STDEV































0.100 0.120 0.140 0.160
Table 8. One-Way ANOVA Analysis on White Fractional Dot Area,
82
